STANFORD HOSPITAL
ADULT LUNG TRANSPLANT

STANFORD HOSPITAL
300 PASTEUR DR, RM H3200
PALO ALTO, CA 94304-2295
(650) 723-5708
County: Santa Clara

Min Age: 17 Max Age: 99

For Appointments Contact:
Levin, Lisa
Stanford University Medical Center
300 Pasteur Drive
Falk Building, 2nd Floor
Stanford, CA 94305-5406
(650) 725-8961

For Authorizations Contact:
Sprague, Agnes
Stanford University Medical Center
300 Pasteur Drive
Falk Building, 2nd Floor
Stanford, CA 94305-5406
(650) 736-1646

CORE TEAM MEMBERS

Cardiothoracic Surgeon
ROBBINS, ROBERT C MD (650) 725-3828

Infectious Disease
MONTOYA, JOSE G MD (650) 723-7912

Cardiothoracic Surgeon
BURDON, TOM A MD (650) 858-3917

Cardiothoracic Surgeon
REITZ, BRUCE A MD (650) 725-4497

Cardiothoracic Surgeon
FANN, JAMES I-LIN MD (650) 858-3917

Cardiology
VAGELOS, RANDALL H MD (650) 723-6406

Medical Director
DOYLE, RAMONA L MD (650) 723-6381

Pulmonology
HENIG, NOREEN R MD (650) 723-6381

Cardiothoracic Surgeon
WHYTE, RICHARD I MD (650) 723-6649